
From: Islands2050 
Sent: Thursday, June 24, 2021 2:14 PM 
To: Islands2050 
Subject: FW: very concerned about proposed trust policy statement  changes  
 
From: Wynne Powell   

Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 11:02 AM 
To: Cameron Thorn; Steve Wright 

Cc: Laura Patrick 
Subject: very concerned about proposed trust policy statement changes  

 
Good Morning Cam and Steve: 
 
    Know that you and Steve are just 2 lonely trustees but must admit in my 47 years of being a property 
owner I am highly concerned and offended that trust appears to be acting in an extremely  aggressive 
change of trust guiding principles.   Our current principles have  met the test of time.   
 
If the various information is correct about the proposed trust actions it will not in my view serve the 
purpose of island trust for the future and for the benefit of all British Columbians.   
 
The profound effect of Covid should not be utilized to push such fundamental sweeping changes 
without the benefit of the public truly understanding the sweeping changes apparently being 
promoted.   If you have to push such sweeping changes through during these times it seems to be an act 
of weakness and one that suggests you don’t want the public to have ample  understanding and true 
input.  

The proposed revisions include:  ( my comments to this in red)  

-          Centralization to more regionally-based land use planning, a reduction in Local Trust 

Committee autonomy, and elimination of the uniqueness of each island.  – The local autonomy of 

the trusts in my view has protected and served each island well.  Our challenges while similar do 

not require a one size fits all approach – the thoughtful differences that South Pender Island has 

utilized has preserved community harmony and a wonderful protected island  should not be lost – 

it is a precious aspect of the current approach– I hope you will reject the loss of each island 

uniqueness 

-          Removal of residents, local economy and community health and well-being as planning 

considerations on the Islands.  

                If this is true this is SHOCKING ! and an abuse of power.   How can you not respect 

the community health and well-being as planning considerations is beyond any understanding on 

my part .  

-          Removal of agriculture and forestry as traditional and valuable activities on the Islands.   

The agriculture aspect of the island has always been a charming and essential component of the 

environment that protects our precious islands.   

-          Prohibition of all private docks, seawalls and other hard shoreline activity.  



         Docks can be controlled by CRD  by having design and other recommendations to be 

incorporated in any proposed fixtures.  The banning of any stairways or other access to shoreline 

is just not appropriate – again design criteria is the superior way to go.  

-          A ban on desalination as a means of providing potable water. 

What is wrong with desalination?.  Years ago I put thousands of gallons of water storage 

cisterns  to “sip” my wells and to use my rain water for irrigation and other water uses such as car 

washing.  This sensible approach while promoted at our various meetings have not received the 

support for it to be required for new residences etc.  Desalination appears to me to be a smart 

reduction of  well water uses so to ban it seems very strange and will not be helpful in the trust 

role to promote protection of our precious islands.  

I know the trustee role is a difficult balancing act but the current wave of changes seems to 

suggest the trust in failing in it’s role.  I encourage all to have a second thought about these 

directions or risk the potential ultimate demise of Island Trusts.   

 

Regards 

Wynne  

Wynne Powell 

 South Pender Island 

 

   

 


